
The VET Review – 2016 IL Green CAR Medalists Awarded! 
Grace Miller – Environmental Scientist, VET Environmental Engineering, LLC 

Sara Hamidovic, PE, CHMM – President, VET Environmental Engineering, LLC 
 

We would like to congratulate all of our Illinois Green Certified Automotive Recycler 
(CAR) Medalists.  VET presented awards at the Illinois Convention and Tradeshow in Springfield, 
Illinois, and we are proud to say that we have 26 IL Green CAR-certified facilities for 2016 with 
an additional three pending! The facilities listed below as “PENDING” are working toward initial 
certification and earning their medals by the end of the year.  Our medalists and new membership 
should all be very proud of the commitments they have made – this ain’t an easy process, folks, 
and each facility listed below has taken significant steps toward environmental and safety 
compliance, improving their business, and gaining peace of mind.  Congratulations!         

 
IL Green CAR SCOREBOARD (2016) 

Collins Truck Parts (98.89%) – PLATINUM (1.76% Increase) 
Coultas Automotive Recycling Superstore (98.89%) – PLATINUM (0.61% Increase) 

I-55 Auto Salvage (98.33%) – PLATINUM (7.53% Increase) 
Bionic Auto Parts (97.78%) – PLATINUM (0.08% Increase) 

BC Automotive Inc. (96.67%) – PLATINUM (15.64% Increase) 
Stafford’s, Inc. (95.98%) – PLATINUM (0.00% Increase) 

Dan’s Used Auto Parts (95.56%) – PLATINUM (13.95% Increase) 
New Cats Auto Recycling (94.44%) – GOLD (0.96% Decrease) 

Auto Parts City (93.33%) – GOLD (0.35% Decrease) 
Elgin Super Auto Parts, Inc. (91.67%) – GOLD (4.31% Decrease) 

Decatur Auto Parts, Inc. (91.11%) – GOLD (0.84% Decrease) 
Y-Yard Auto & Truck (90.80%) – GOLD (0.00% Increase) 
Bill Smith Auto Parts (88.89%) – GOLD (3.26% Increase) 

Mack’s Auto Recycling (88.89%) – GOLD (6.51% Decrease) 
Rockford Auto Parts (88.89%) – GOLD (3.83% Increase) 

United Road Towing – Chicago Auto Pound #2 (88.51%) – GOLD (0.00% Increase) 
Aero Auto Parts (88.33%) – GOLD (7.65% Decrease) 

Ashley’s U-Pick-A-Part (88.33%) – GOLD (0.97% Increase) 
ABC Auto Parts (87.36%) – GOLD (0.00% Increase) 

River Valley Auto Parts (87.22%) – GOLD (4.16% Decrease) 
Scotty’s Auto Parts (87.22%) – GOLD (3.58% Decrease) 

United Road Towing – Chicago Auto Pound #6 (86.21%) – GOLD (0.00% Increase) 
Speedway Auto Parts (86.11%) – GOLD (1.82% Decrease) 

XPert Coring and Auto Recycling (86.11%) – GOLD (New Medalist) 
Rhodes Auto S/S/S (78.74%) – SILVER (0.00% Increase) 

Shelby and Sons, Inc. (78.74%) – SILVER (0.00% Increase) 
Red’s Auto Parts – PENDING 

C&J – PENDING 
W&W – PENDING 

 
1st Place (Tie) 

Collins Truck Parts 
PLATINUM – 98.89% 

We would like to congratulate Brian, Bubba, and Bernie of Collins Truck Parts on 
earning 1st Place in a tie with Coultas Automotive Recycling Superstore and an IL Green CAR 
PLATINUM Medal! Collins’ score represents a 1.76% increase from the score that earned them 
PLATINUM in 2015. Whenever we visit Collins the guys are always happy to show us how they 



do things and the ways they’ve found to make their processes better. Their shop was spotless this 
year, and their software was on-point. Brian maintains a firm stance on doing things right or not 
at all, and this attitude has clearly trickled down to his employees. The dedication and continual 
desire to improve is admirable – this small business embodies what the IL Green CAR program 
strives to achieve. Congratulations to Brian and the team at Collins – way to go! 
 

1st Place (Tie) 
Coultas Automotive Recycling Superstore  

PLATINUM – 98.89% 
We would like to congratulate Ed and the staff of Coultas Automotive Recycling 

Superstore on earning 1st Place in a tie with Collins Truck Parts and an IL Green CAR 
PLATINUM Medal! Coultas scored 98.89% on their audit this year, representing a 0.61% 
increase from the score that earned them PLATINUM in 2015. They were on top of their game 
with software and records. Their crusher and core management building is still one of cleanest, 
best-managed setups we’ve seen in the program, and their new triple basin oil water separator is a 
great addition to their business! While we were there they noted they were innovating with salt 
water instead of herbicides as a method of killing weeds in the yard. Outstanding job this year, Ed 
and the Coultas team! Thank you for the terrific example you’re setting for our program! 
 

3rd Place 
I-55 Auto Salvage 

PLATINUM – 98.33% 
**MOST VALUABLE IL GREEN CAR MEDALIST** 

We would like to congratulate David and the staff of I-55 Auto Salvage on earning 3rd 
Place, an IL Green CAR PLATINUM Medal, and the MOST VALUABLE IL Green CAR 
Medalist award for 2016! This score represents a 7.53% increase from the score that earned them 
GOLD in 2015. I-55 has one of the most welcoming lobbies in the IL Green CAR program – 
literally, the doors get themselves for you! They killed it on the software this year, and the 
management at this facility is steady and relaxed. I-55’s yard and warehouse are well-organized. 
Distancing their fluids storage area from their dismantling area helped improve access and traffic 
around the fluids area and made it easier to keep clean. In addition to joining the PLATINUM 
category for the first time, I-55 is also our MOST VALUABLE Medalist this year! VET put out a 
mailer in July promoting the IL Green CAR program across Illinois. I-55 offered to follow up this 
mailer with a letter endorsing the program. We couldn’t ask for a better IL Green CAR 
contribution! Thank you for all your support! 
 

4th Place  
Bionic Auto Parts & Sales 

PLATINUM – 97.78% 
We would like to congratulate the Catalano family, Jako, and the rest of the crew at 

Bionic Auto Parts & Sales on earning 4th Place and an IL Green CAR PLATINUM Medal! 
Bionic’s score represents a 0.08% increase from the score that also earned them PLATINUM in 
2015. Bionic is one of the facilities in the program with a notable array of late model vehicles, 
including a (down-and-out) electric-blue mustang with black racing stripes that instantly became 
Grace’s favorite car she’s seen on a yard. Bionic is continually expanding and improving their 
core storage area – within a month of our visit they completed the installation of a new set of 
covered racks that allow them to keep more cores outdoors protected from precipitation. There is 
a definite focus on fire safety at this yard: fire and torch trainings were up to date, spill kits were 
together for every area, and there were numerous fire extinguishers throughout the property – 
even on the yard! Jako was attentive to the issues we noted and jumped on making corrections 



within a week of our visit. We commend the folks at Bionic for the terrific job they’ve done this 
year – keep up the awesome work! 
 

5th Place 
BC Automotive  

PLATINUM– 96.67% 
**MOST IMPROVED IL GREEN CAR MEDALIST** 

We would like to congratulate Steve, Ron, and the staff of BC Automotive on earning 5th 
Place, an IL Green CAR PLATINUM Medal, and the MOST IMPROVED IL Green CAR 
Medalist award for 2016!  BC’s score represents an increase of 15.64% from the score that earned 
them SILVER in 2015 and the single largest annual increase that VET has seen in either the IL 
Green CAR Program or the Indiana equivalent, INCARES – WOW! BC Automotive is in a 
convenient midway location for yards in Illinois and Wisconsin to drop off parts being exchanged 
and has managed this business aspect effectively. Their dismantling building still remains one of 
the best examples of ‘recycling’ we’ve seen – the entire structure is supported by steel tanks that 
were cut open and repurposed. In addition to making PLATINUM for the first time, BC 
Automotive was also the program’s MOST IMPROVED Medalist this year! Ron and the folks 
were great to work with, and Steve is a national treasure. This yard busted their whatsits this year 
to make improvements leading up to certification and pushed hard to get to PLATINUM. WAY 
TO GO, BC AUTOMOTIVE! You guys nailed it, and you should be very proud of what you’ve 
achieved! 
 

6th Place  
Stafford’s, Inc.  

PLATINUM – 95.98% 
We would like to congratulate Jim and the staff of Stafford’s, Inc. on earning 6th Place 

and an IL Green CAR PLATINUM Medal! Stafford’s elected to do a self-audit this year, 
reconfirming the score that earned them PLATINUM in 2015. Stafford’s is a neat yard to visit if 
you’re ever in the Montgomery area. This is still the only facility we know of that has an 
intentional pond inside their front lobby, and we know from our visit in 2015 that their day-to-day 
operations are top-of-the-line. Jim has the best self-written storm water pollution plan we’ve ever 
encountered. Stafford’s maintains some innovative best management practices in their daily 
routines, including the placement of junk vehicle seats under the crusher to help keep residual 
fluids from dripping onto the ground. We look forward to visiting Stafford’s in 2017! Way to go, 
Jim and the Stafford’s team! 
 

7th Place 
Dan’s Used Auto Parts  
PLATINUM – 95.56% 

**MOST IMPROVED IL GREEN CAR MEDALIST – HONORABLE MENTION** 
We would like to congratulate Dan, Elaine, and the staff of Dan’s Used Auto Parts on 

earning 7th Place, an IL Green CAR PLATINUM Medal, and a MOST IMPROVED IL Green 
CAR Medalist Honorable Mention for 2016! Dan’s score represents a 13.95% increase from the 
score that earned them SILVER in 2015. This is the second-largest annual increase that VET has 
seen in either the IL Green CAR Program or the Indiana equivalent, INCARES – WOW! Dan’s 
represents our program’s southernmost member in the State of Illinois. Dan’s yard sits back a 
ways from the road on a scenic piece of property with mature trees and beautiful green lawns. We 
always feel welcome when we step in the office. Dan and Elaine worked exceptionally hard this 
year to make improvements to their operation and attain IL Green CAR PLATINUM. Elaine 
spent a lot of time in contact with Grace about the items Dan’s was working on, and we were 
excited to see their investments and efforts pay off when their score tipped over the 95% mark. 



Thank you, Dan and Elaine, for doing what you’ve done for your business, your employees, your 
clients and your neighbors! Outstanding job this year! 
 

8th Place 
New Cats Auto Recycling 

GOLD – 94.44% 
We would like to congratulate Frank, Sammy, and the staff of New Cats Auto Recycling 

on earning 8th Place and an IL Green CAR GOLD Medal! As always, Sammy was a pleasure to 
work with, on the ball, responsive, and has a no-nonsense management style. This is an operation 
that is run on a long, relatively narrow piece of property that requires New Cats to be efficient 
with their storage and placement of vehicles. All waste tires were neatly stacked and stored 
indoors to protect them from the elements. The lean-to installed off the dismantling building last 
year continues to work wonderfully over the core storage bins. And if you have any questions 
about refrigerant removal and management, give these folks a call! Sammy is very 
knowledgeable about the process and was happy to discuss their equipment and some of the finer 
points of how to collect and remove refrigerants with us. Great job, Sammy and the New Cats 
team! Keep up the hard work! 
 

9th Place 
Auto Parts City 
GOLD – 93.33% 

We would like to congratulate Larry, Jon, and the staff of Auto Parts City on earning 9th 
Place and an IL Green CAR GOLD Medal! Auto Parts City is one of the facilities we visit that 
has it all. From Crow Environmental vehicle de-pollution systems to a unique fluids setup for re-
bottling antifreeze and windshield wiper fluid, Auto Parts City’s facility is conducive to 
efficiency, cleanliness, and spill-prevention. Their crusher and large core storage trailer are both 
inside buildings. Their fluids storage building has a specially-made floor designed to contain 
spills. Brooms and shovels are kept with spill kits for use at a moment’s notice. All told, 
approximately 9% of mercury recycled in the state of Illinois comes from this facility! APC also 
maintains one of the largest self-service yards in the program. This is clearly a business that is 
invested in doing it right – terrific job this year, Auto Parts City team! 

 
10th Place 

Elgin Super Auto Parts 
GOLD – 91.67% 

We would like to congratulate Bryan and the staff of Elgin Super Auto Parts on earning 
10th Place and an IL Green CAR GOLD Medal! Elgin has one of the most impressive systems of 
vehicle racks we’ve seen in the IL Green CAR Program. These racks allow them to maximize 
their inventory while also keeping their vehicles organized and visible. Bryan showed us another 
way they’ve found to help keep their inventory in order – using chicken wire on the backs of the 
shelves in their new warehouse to prevent parts from rolling around or falling off. A new 
inventory system has also improved efficiency. Elgin’s commitment to investing back in their 
business is clearly improving their daily operations. Thank you for all your hard work, Elgin 
team!  
 

11th Place 
Decatur Auto Parts 

GOLD – 91.11% 
We would like to congratulate the Beasley family and the staff of Decatur Auto Parts on 

earning 11th Place and an IL Green CAR GOLD Medal in the IL Green CAR program! Grace got 
to see her first car crushed here during our visit (thank you, Vandell!). Barb and the folks at 



Decatur are through and inventive – they would rather use what they have to make exactly what 
they need than try to go out and buy something that doesn’t quite suit their purpose. They built an 
enclosed external power wash bay from scratch that works great! They also discovered that pick-
up truck beds with the liners pulled out and turned upside down over top make effective storage 
containers for large cores! Barb spent a lot of time working with Grace to make corrections, and 
Decatur came very close to pulling into the PLATINUM category this year. Well done, Decatur 
team! Keep up the terrific work! 
 

12th Place 
Y-Yard Auto & Truck 

GOLD – 90.80% 
We would like to congratulate Kelly, Erin, and the staff of Y-Yard Auto & Truck on 

earning 12th Place and an IL Green CAR GOLD Medal in the IL Green CAR program! The Y-
Yard elected to do a self-audit this year, reconfirming their 2015 score of 90.80%. We’ve seen for 
ourselves the high quality of operation that Kelly and Erin run from our last visit in 2015. The 
buildings are well-organized and remarkably clean. Multiple core storage bins are neatly stacked 
on shelves in the fluids storage area. A unique color-coding system is used to designate rolling 
racks of ingoing and outgoing parts and their appropriate storage locations. We can’t wait to visit 
next year – there isn’t a doubt in our mind that Y-Yard will be a fierce contender for the top spot 
in IL Green CAR for 2017! Awesome job, Kelly, Erin, and the Y-Yard team! 
 

13th Place (Three-way Tie) 
Bill Smith Auto Parts  

GOLD – 88.89% 
We would like to congratulate Jonah, Jonathan, and the staff of Bill Smith Auto Parts on 

earning 13th Place in a three-way tie with Mack’s Auto Recycling and Rockford Auto Parts, and 
an IL Green CAR GOLD Medal.  Bill Smith’s score represents a 3.26% increase from the score 
that earned them GOLD in 2015. Jonathan has been a great addition to Bill Smith’s daily 
operation. He is eager to learn and do things the right way, and his energy and positive attitude 
meld well with running the business. Bill Smith moves a large number of vehicles through their 
facility, but their smart use of technology to manage their yard has increased their efficiency, 
allowing them to spend more time selling parts to customers. They worked hard this year to make 
changes with Grace (especially Jonathan, who was a driving force for change), and we hope to 
see them in the PLATINUM bracket next year! Jonathan also did an exceptional job moderating 
the Old Timer’s Round-Table at the ATRI Convention in Springfield, IL! Great job, Bill Smith 
crew! Keep it up! 

 
13th Place (Three-way Tie) 

Mack’s Auto Recycling  
GOLD – 88.89% 

We would like to congratulate Rob, Jesse, and the staff of Mack’s Auto Recycling on 
earning 13th Place in a three-way tie with Bill Smith Auto Parts and Rockford Auto Parts, and an 
IL Green CAR GOLD Medal! Mack’s added value to their business this year with a new website, 
facilitating transactions through ecommerce and improving the impact of their advertising. 
Unfortunately, Mack’s suffered a major fire in July and lost much of their facility and inventory. 
As a result, it was impractical or impossible for them to work on making certain changes to their 
facility. We support the quality of dedication we saw before the fire, and we know that Rob and 
the team will pull together to maintain that quality as they work on rebuilding their facility. Great 
job this year, guys, and best of luck! We are terribly sorry for your loss! 

 
13th Place (Three-way Tie) 



Rockford Auto Parts  
GOLD – 88.89% 

We would like to congratulate David, Zack, and the staff of Rockford Auto Parts on 
earning 13th Place in a three-way tie with Mack’s Auto Recycling and Bill Smith Auto Parts, and 
an IL Green CAR GOLD Medal!  Rockford’s score represents a 3.83% increase from the score 
that earned them GOLD in 2015. Rockford recently moved some of their engines and 
transmissions into a different storage shed in the yard, allowing them to store more inventory to 
sell. They’ve added to their revenue stream by utilizing Ebay to move parts and connect with 
customers. The cleaning routine performed in each dismantling bay after a vehicle is removed is 
awesome and keeps the work area clean and safe. As a manager, Zack has brought new energy 
into the workplace and helped better the flow of day-to-day operations. Well done, Rockford 
team! We can’t wait to see what you have for us next year! 
 

16th Place 
United Road Towing – Chicago Auto Pound #2  

GOLD – 88.51% 
We would like to congratulate Frank Morrone and the staff at Chicago Auto Pound #2 on 

earning 16th Place and an IL Green CAR GOLD Medal!  Auto Pound #2 elected to do a self-audit 
this year, reconfirming the score that earned them GOLD in 2015. Auto Pound #2 is interesting in 
that it is not a traditional auto salvage facility, but still handles, stores, and manages a large 
number of used vehicles on a daily basis. Like at traditional auto salvage yards, worker safety is a 
concern (which Auto Pound #2 does very well), as are fluid storage, record-keeping, and 
inspections. Frank and his crew did a terrific job completing their audit this year, and we look 
forward to visiting Auto Pound #2 in 2017! Thank you for your commitment to compliance! 
 

17th Place (Tie) 
Aero Auto Parts 
GOLD – 88.33% 

We would like to congratulate Frank, Andy, and the staff of Aero Auto Parts on earning 
17th Place in a tie with Ashley’s U-Pick-A-Part and an IL Green CAR GOLD Medal! Aero is one 
of the facilities in our program whose limited property size necessitates careful organization and 
creativity in order to function on a daily basis. Aero does this very well. Thousands upon 
thousands of parts are carefully separated by type and stored on covered racks or inside one of 
two old, multi-story factory buildings on the property. Another aspect that Aero is doing well is 
delegation – using the right people for the right jobs, with positive results for both efficiency and 
general business. Good job this year, Aero team! Those folks up in PLATINUM need to watch 
for you! 

 
17th Place (Tie) 

Ashley’s U-Pick-A-Part  
GOLD – 88.33% 

We would like to congratulate Ken and the staff of Ashley’s U-Pick-A-Part on earning 
17th Place in a tie with Aero Auto Parts and an IL Green CAR GOLD Medal! Ashley’s score 
represents a 0.97% increase from the score that earned them GOLD in 2015. Ken worked very 
hard to make changes and improve over last year’s score. In fact, he was the first person to ever 
send us action-shots of water draining out of a punched trunk! Ashley’s is still the only indoor 
self-service operation in the IL Green CAR program, with a portion of their inventory located 
inside a neat old factory building. In a twist of irony, they also have a room full of past and future 
demolition derby cars representing Ashley’s U-Pick-A-Part! Now THAT’s advertising! Great 
work this year, Ken and the Ashley’s team!   
 



19th Place 
ABC Auto Parts  
GOLD – 87.36% 

We would like to congratulate Joe, Jim, Mary Anne, and the staff of ABC Auto Parts on 
earning 19th Place and an IL Green CAR GOLD Medal! ABC elected to do a self-audit this year, 
reconfirming the score that earned them GOLD in 2015. It isn’t always easy to make changes, but 
we commend Joe and his folks for the time and effort they have put into improving their 
operations. One of the things they’ve been working on is lining up all the vehicles on their yard in 
orderly rows. Joe developed an awesome oil water separator before their 2015 audit that they use 
with their wash bay as part of a daily operation. They also have a large dismantling bay that 
allows them to move multiple vehicles at once. As always, we enjoyed seeing Joe, Joe’s kilt, and 
the other ABC staff at the ATRI Convention this year – excellent job, guys! We’re excited to see 
what you’ve got for us next year! 
 

20th Place (Tie) 
River Valley Auto Parts  

GOLD – 87.22% 
We would like to congratulate Kyle, Steve, and the staff of River Valley Auto Parts on 

earning 20th Place in a tie with Scotty’s Auto Parts and an IL Green CAR GOLD Medal! River 
Valley is a large company with multiple facilities that allow them to diversify in the scrap and 
auto recycling industries. River Valley is constantly keeping an eye out for new business ideas 
and is excellent at adapting to the opportunities that present. Kyle is very knowledgeable about 
the auto recycling industry and always teaches us something new whenever we visit. River 
Valley’s effective multi-tiered management and impressively organized use of their compliance 
software has helped with keeping compliant and getting inspections done on time. Great job, 
guys! We look forward to seeing what you get into next year! 
 

20th Place (Tie) 
Scotty’s Auto Parts  

GOLD – 87.22% 
We would like to congratulate Scotty, Travis and the staff of Scotty’s Auto Parts on 

earning 20th Place in a tie with River Valley Auto Parts and an IL Green CAR GOLD Medal! 
Scotty’s was working on renovating their main office when we visited this year – the new room 
will be great for breaks and safety meetings. They also graded new sections of their yard that 
increased their storage space. All the issues we identified this year were related to paperwork, not 
the operational processes or Scotty’s facility itself. When it comes to the nitty-gritty down-and-
dirty physicalities of working with vehicles, Scotty’s cleans up shop pretty well (pun intended)! 
They also had something this year that we’ve never seen at another auto facility – a giant aircraft 
propeller leaning on their fence! Way cool! Good job this year, guys!  

 
22nd Place 

United Road Towing – Chicago Auto Pound #6 
GOLD – 86.21% 

We would like to congratulate Frank Morrone and the staff at Chicago Auto Pound #6 on 
earning 22nd Place and an IL Green CAR GOLD Medal! Auto Pound #6 elected to do a self-audit 
this year, reconfirming their 2015 score of 86.21%. Like Auto Pound #2, Auto Pound #6 is not a 
traditional auto salvage facility but still deals with the issues of managing a large number of 
vehicles on a daily basis. Safety and training are two aspects that Auto Pound #6 handles well, as 
is fluids management. Frank and his folks did a good job with their self-audit this year, and Frank 
was great about getting the photos that Grace asked for while she was in the process of verifying 



their self-audit. We can’t wait to come see Auto Pound #6 next year – keep up the awesome 
work! 

 
23rd Place (Tie) 

Speedway Auto Parts 
GOLD – 86.11% 

We would like to congratulate Sean, Ron, and the staff of Speedway Auto Parts on 
earning 23rd Place in a tie with XPert Coring and Auto Recycling and an IL Green CAR GOLD 
Medal! Speedway still has one of the biggest indoor spaces in our program, which allows them to 
work inside year-round. We really liked the trays we saw under some of the engines and 
transmissions sitting in the warehouse – not only do they keep oily messes from being tracked 
across the floor, but they also reduce the need for oil dry and the dust that is created by tracking 
over oil dry that is left on the floor. Speedway also does a good job maintaining the trees and 
sitting area that contribute to their business front – very welcoming to customers and employees 
alike. Good job this year, guys! 
 

23rd Place (Tie) 
XPert Coring and Auto Recycling 
GOLD – 86.11% (New Medalist) 

We would like to congratulate Frank, Matt, and the staff of XPert Coring and Auto 
Recycling on earning 23rd Place in a tie with Speedway Auto Parts and an IL Green CAR GOLD 
Medal! This is the first time XPert has medaled in the IL Green CAR program – and coming in at 
GOLD is no small feat, even for veteran yards! One of the things we thought was neat about 
XPert was that they came up with an oil-water separator consisting of a shallow basin and filter 
socks that help filter runoff from the dismantling area before it reaches the storm drain in the 
yard. They also have a designated core removal area on a concrete pad surrounded by protective 
barriers – impressive setup! Two recently-added awnings allow XPert to do their dismantling 
outdoors while keeping their employees under cover. We appreciate your dedication to 
compliance and running an environmentally-concerned business – thank you for being a part of 
the IL Green CAR program, and keep up the awesome work! 

 
25th Place (Tie) 

Rhodes Auto S/S/S 
SILVER – 78.74% 

We would like to congratulate Rich and the staff of Rhodes Auto S/S/S on earning 25th 
Place in a tie with Shelby and Sons, Inc. and an IL Green CAR SILVER Medal! Rhodes elected 
to do a self-audit this year, reconfirming their 2015 score of 78.74%. Rhodes is in the process of 
rebuilding its operation after sustaining significant damage from a tornado. We really enjoyed 
seeing the new improvements to the facility in 2015 and can’t wait to see what they have in store 
for us in 2017! Rhodes completely killed it on completing their self-audit – it was obvious to us 
from their audit form that Rich put good time and thought into examining his business and 
looking for things that weren’t up to par. Maintaining objectivity is the hardest part of 
successfully completing a self-audit, and Rhodes did this very well! Great job this year, guys! 

 
 

25th Place (Tie) 
Shelby and Sons, Inc. 

SILVER – 78.74% 
We would like to congratulate Robert, Jason, and the staff of Shelby and Sons, Inc. on 

earning 25th Place in a tie with Rhodes Auto S/S/S, and an IL Green CAR SILVER Medal! 
Shelby elected to do a self-audit this year, reconfirming their 2015 score of 78.74%. Shelby is one 



of the yards in the IL Green CAR program that includes a large selection of classic cars in their 
inventory, and is also the home of the Mayberry Squad Car. We’ve seen some pretty interesting 
processes at their facility in the past, including the use of microbes to clean up oil drips, and we 
can’t wait to stop in and see what they’re doing next year! Keep up the good work, Shelby team!  
 

 


